developed to achieve these goals; however, performance limitations and errors can create excessive noise and alert fatigue. We have an existing CDS in our electronic health record (EHR) to identify sepsis patients, which has been recently enhanced using machine-learning techniques. The object of this study was to compare the performance of several dedicated machinelearning techniques with our CDS sepsis alert to identify ED patients with sepsis.
While the AAMC has previously conducted research to test the validity, reliability, and psychometric properties of the SVI, to date there is no published data regarding how the SVI is utilized by program directors as part of the residency selection process.
The primary aim of this study was to determine if a correlation exists between the SVI score and the score assigned after applicants complete their in-person interview. Secondary analysis sought to determine if the SVI score correlates with additional data points utilized in the residency selection process.
Methods: This retrospective cross-sectional analysis was conducted for all 197 applicants who completed interviews at a single, urban, 4-year EM residency program. Each applicant completed 6 interviews which were scored on a 10-point scale based on an internal rubric. Individual scores were summed and added to an Descriptive statistics of the study population were calculated. Association of potential confounding variables with predictor and outcome variables were investigated using Student's t-test or Chi-square as appropriate. Association between SVI score and residency interview score was analyzed using linear regression to control for any potential confounding from meaningful variables.
Results: In a multivariate logistic regression, SVI score and in-person interview score were not significantly correlated correlated (0.046, p value 0.051). SVI score was negatively correlated with medical school rank of 51-100 (-1.60, p value 0.045) and positively correlated with having a doctoral degree (9.66, p value 0.005). The remaining variables were not significantly associated with SVI in the multivariate analysis.
Conclusions: In this analysis, SVI score was not significantly associated with applicant in-person interview scores. Whether the SVI adds additional data beyond what is already variable to the residency selection process remains to be determined. Doctoral training may confer additional communication skills that result in higher SVI scores. The negative correlation between SVI score and attending a medical school ranked 51-100 is concerning given the stated goal of the SVI is reducing applicant disparities. The results are limited to our institution and may not be generalizable; future research should be directed across EM residencies to determine what factors influence SVI score.
Forecasting Medical Patient Length of Stay at Presentation in an Emergency Department Using Machine Learning
Tsai M, Abernethy N, Mitchell S, Sun J, Tsai K, Payne T/Far Eastern Memorial Hospital, New Taipei City, Taiwan; University of Washington, Seattle, WA Study Objectives: 1. Creating a model to predict LOS at presentation, and accessing its performance. 2. Identifying the powerful predictors to inform future models.
Methods: We collected consecutive medical patients' data at presentation in the ED of Far Eastern Memorial Hospital, Taiwan from Feb 1 to Sep 30, 2016. Other variables like ambulance diversion duration and ED census were incorporated. In the 8-month period, 47,807 medical visits were observed. After excluding outliers (eg, high utilizers) and those with missing values, a final dataset of 44,148 patient entries and 109 features was created, and then randomly split into a training set and a test set in a ratio of 7:3. The features comprised 4 categories, namely demographics, chief complaints, vital signs, and registration status. Random Forest, the machine-learning (ML) algorithm, was chosen in terms of its interpretability and non-linearity capturability. The model was trained and tuned on the training set, and then evaluated on the test set in terms of mean squared error (MSE).
Results: Among the 44,148 observations, the median and the mean of ED LOS measured in hours are 2.30 and 7.73. Logarithmic transformation (2 based) was applied to this outcome variable so that the distribution of the newly derived variable (denoted as 'EDLOS_hr_log') was closer to a normal distribution. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics regarding demographic data in the training set and the test set.
Our model scored 2.22 and 2.26 of MSE on the training set and the test set respectively, which signaled the model associated with low variance but high bias. Since there was no benchmark model available for comparison, the concept of a dummy regressor, using the mean of EDLOS_hr_log in the training set as the predicted value for any future cases, was introduced to inform the model's performance. This dummy regressor scored 3.19 of MSE on the test set; therefore, our model improved the predictions by 29.2%. Moreover, our model could capture the pattern of ED load, described as the moving average of EDLOS_hr_log against date (Figure 1) . Figure 2 summarized the top 15 most influential predictors and their categories, which shed a light on the future modeling. The order in this list represents their rankings. The higher it is, the more powerful it is.
Conclusions: The intersection of ML and medicine is emerging and evolving. Our model serves as an excellent example how machines can support medical/ administrative decisionmaking. We find evidence that ED LOS was predictive at presentation. More importantly, it implies that strategies to tackle ED crowding and reduce ED LOS should incorporate hospital systemic constraints rather than focus only on an ED itself. 
